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I told the beautiful woman, “Itʻs love,”
in order to resolve my frustration, anxiety, 

love for my mother, 
the weight resting on my chest, 

as I had just learned how to express myself 
through an art form, 

poetry
and then, 

while my thoughts were second guessing my reality,
she looked at me.

I can feel her eyes on me, 
distinctive, knowing, intelligent, 

attentive, as if she understood my mind, 
my thoughts, what I am going through 

and then instinctively the beautiful woman 
gives me a brief nod, points her finger in a delicate way  

and says,“You have a gift.” 

I smiled back at her thinking, 
Is it a gift? I feel so overwhelmed.

 
Departing, I thought, she ought to know, 

she was a caregiver for her mother 
just like me,

struggling to be free -

A Beautiful Woman



To be as beautiful as she
the beautiful woman

who is human like me

Frances Kakugawa is where beauty lies
the beholder of truth 

from within exists humanity 
at its core

a gift, treasured for poets, 
makers of verses.

My gratitude for giving
me words with wings and

a song in my heart to write
again and again.

By:Mapuana Kalaniopio-Cook

For Frances Kakugawa, the beautiful woman whom I met at
the Maui Caregivers Conference on 11/22/19

    

A Beautiful Woman



June 3, 2020

The light is soft on the volcano
land this morning,

already the cocks are living in call
and response

to the bug serenade.

This day is marvelous, the perfect
gift.

Ring the singing bowl, beat the
fish,

the rattle shakes his bones
sounding out the last bits of

health and life
for the stupendous

transformation of one very sick,
very

tired body.

Today, this very day, I will be
widowed.

I am so grateful.
   

By: David Spiher



July 25, 2020

Days are eternal in

exile and quarantine, 

begun--before dawn

--before the cocks chorus,

my own Kalaupapa fog.

Asking, yet again,

The eternally stupid question,

What does it all mean?

"All that dying and all of that living.”*

What an extra ordinary thing.

Today is my fifth wedding anniversary.

57th day a widowman. 

"Grieving like a hero.”

Lines no one wants on their resume.

By: David Spiher

   *- Alia Wong, When the Last Patient Dies, the
Atlantic 5.27.2015



Your forgetfulness
 
Ignites me like paper in
 
A glowing fireplace
 
 
Love and caregiving
 
Like hand and paper become
 
The origami
 
 

BY R. IGNACIO



The Perfect Caregiver

We dance the imperfect dance.

We trip over our toes,

Waltzing to the Samba.

Four step trot or Cha Cha Cha

It’s still the 1 2 3 step

To whatever plays the music.

Perfect in our imperfections.

We miss doctor’s appointments,

Wash yesterday’s dishes today.

We leave towels in the washer

Stiff and dry, unlike ads from Downy,

In the morning after.

We are so perfect in our imperfections,

There is green fluffy mold atop yogurt,

Wilted lettuce, dehydrated onions –

That no longer bring tears.

Spam and  Campbell soup cans

Expired dates like former Exes.



The real stuff keeps calling -

BM still smeared on bathroom walls

Urine soaked sheets on bedroom floor,

Bandages curling up at the edges

Toenails tearing through new socks.

Medicare calls keep blinking.

We take our screams,

The guilt, remorse, regrets,

The I should haves, I shouldn’t haves

To the tangerine trees

Who spread their branches knowingly

Offering us

Fruits beyond expectations.

We are caregivers,

Perfect in our imperfections.

   

By: Frances Kakugawa



I’m stuck at home
 

She really should

socialize…
Senior Club

activities…
 

            I don’t need to go.

               I’m busy at home.

Why do they go?

            Why don’t they stay home?

            Oh, a painting instructor.

            Watercolor palette.

 

Our artist at

heart.

 

   Can I sign up?

                                         
A fall in her

yard,

Pink cast for six

weeks.

Multiple home

health visits.

 

Disappointment,

yet relief.

I get to stay

home. -b.a.s.



Our trained teachers can teach you the basics

so you can use the language to communicate

for work, travel, and more!

Expressions 
Many come to mind

Soft, silky, windless thoughts

Feel me mom
I feel you

Love me mom
I love you

Endless timeless thoughts
Whispering in the light

Joyful days 
Peaceful nights

Grace comes to mind
Lifting my eyes, my heart to yours

Yours to mine
Peaceful, harmony

Making me feel my humanity
And understanding yours

Reality in your mind
Your world and mine
Two beautiful worlds
Exist for you and me 

I am human
And so are you.

Māmā Grace



Our trained teachers can teach you the basics

so you can use the language to communicate

for work, travel, and more!

By:Mapuana Kalaniopio-Cook

With these words, 

My dear mother

I etch my thoughts in yours 

Like two peas in a pod,

Reaching deep within, 

I find you,

Waiting, 

reaching out to hold my hand, 

once again

I remember, 

mother and daughter

Sealed together as one

One love

One heart

I love u mom!

Māmā Grace



 
“ I was a caregiver,”

She explained,

“For my in-laws,

My parents,

And now,
I’m a caregiver

For my husband.”
 

What happened

To 

One

Per 

Customer?
  

You are joyfully invited!

A 12-class course to learn the

Mandarin language

Our trained teachers can teach you the basics

so you can use the language to communicate

for work, travel, and more!

Supply and Demand

By: Frances Kakugawa



Taka

It’s your birthday

Six years have passed.

During the ensuing yearsI’ve felt remorse, regret

Sorrow and loneliness.

And yet somehow

Sunlight and happiness

Have managed to creep into my life,

Thankful for fifty-four years

Shared through thick and thin.

Thankful for wonderful memories shared,

Having agreed that our most precious treasures

Were our children, 

Yes, six years have passed,

Life goes on as people say.

I miss you in so many ways-

Your awesome ability to solve problems,

Your remembrance of every holiday and celebration,

Huge floral bouquets,

Beautiful jewelry, 

Limoge porcelain boxes,

But best of all, you gave me of yourself.

Happy Birthday, Honey.       

 

By: Janet Kamasaki 



Remembering Today

Just for today can you remember

Without saying things more than once?

Help me to be gentle.

Help me to be kind.

Repeating is not a friend

Of mine.

Back to Days of Childhood Ways

 We giggle and laugh

 We giggle and play.

 How can it be this way?

 We laugh about the stupidest things.

 But, this is better than being angry.

 So, I try to giggle and laugh

  And pray this all goes away

 Some day.

   

    By: Gail M Bent



Tears of Loss
You are not here in my bed,

You are playing games 

On computer day and night.

They say it’s good for you,

It’ll help keep your mind active.

But, you are no longer here.

My days with you are cheated.

If I ask for your attention,

I am deserted.

No wonder I feel so cheated.

Cheated of your love and affection.

I turn to God for affection.

God is there waiting for me,

This is so humbling;

It brings me to my knees.

    

By:Gail M Bent

Anger
I try so hard not to make you angry.

I walk on egg shells every day.

Can I go play in the sunshine

And make it all go away?

You are the love of my life;

How could I have ever known

There would be such strife?

Making love is no longer there;

How could I  ever know

There would be such despair?



I stare at a blank page…
Cursor keeps pulsing…

Time is passing 

by.

 

So many feelings…
Rush through my head…

Gratitude, sadness, frustration –

Hopelessness, joy, nervousness-

Self pity.  Overwhelmed, the

list goes on and on.

My heart beats fast.

My blood pressure rises.

All these feelings

Bottled up in me.

The cursor keeps

pulsing…

Time is passing

by...

One thing I do know…
I miss my family.

Zooming into the New Normal

A Blank Page

By: Jan Shishido



We zoom once a

month

From L.A., San

Francisco, San Diego,

Portland, Atlanta,

six hours ahead!

To Oahu and home 

to Maui.

A Friday Food

Truck lunch affair.

Sunday dinners,

more frequently now.

This new normal

far from normalcy.

Captured in relief with my faith,

Growing by leaps and bounds.

Devotional time, prayer time,

Spending time to listen

To Almighty God.

My hope is far

beyond imagination

My faith grows everyday.

By: Jan Shishido

The Pandemic



A Sense of Peace

How can writing
open my mind?

Stretch me beyond,
digging me deeper.

A time of anxiety,
now a time of hope.

So much gratitude.
A sense of peace.

By Jan Shishido



 
            There will be no Nobel Prize for

what we do,

            no trip to Sweden, no medals, gold,

silver or bronze.

            But here we stand, caregivers, 

past
and present, 

preserving
            for all generations, 

this lesson
learned in what it means

            to be human…
 

            Once we abandon this heritage, 
all

the years spent, 
       day after day, year after year, 

in the shadow of the thief… 
            all would have been for naught.

Bruised, frayed, tattered, 
            like a flag after battle, we  stand

            
with 

Human Kindness and Compassion,
           

 a legacy for ages hence.
 

       
  

You are joyfully invited!

A 12-class course to learn the

Mandarin language

Our trained teachers can teach you the basics

so you can use the language to communicate

for work, travel, and more!

Omoiyare

By: Frances Kakugawa


